Why White Men Love Us Black Ladies: Erotic Interracial Prose

A short but intense burst of romantic prose
outlining why it is that more and more,
Caucasian men are finding African
American women absolutely irresistible.
From the long silky curls, to the thick,
gorgeous lips, to the wide hips, small
waists and giant nipples, white guys are
becoming increasingly mesmerized. But
above all, black women are hypnotic by
their warm smiles, sultry sense of style,
graceful charm, savvy cunning, and
purposeful enthusiasm. A black woman is a
package that needs to be savored in its
totality, until it is sensually unwrapped, and
admired like a fine exotic wine, always a
cut above the norm. BWWM interracial
relationships are on the rise as more and
more white men find out what black men
have been keeping secret for so very long,
and that is that their women are to die for!
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